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Background of Case Study 

The document has two sections- i) the first section traces recent initiatives taken by Sarva Seva 

Samity Santha (SSSS) on sanitation program giving emphasis on Rural Sanitary Mart (RSM) and 

the achievements made; it also outlines some of the steps that have been taken for 

implementation of the programme and the lessons learnt, and ii) The last section deals with the 

beneficiaries adopted for implementing sanitation coverage in India. 

The approach ‘Strengthening the Rural Sanitary Mart through capacity building of Cluster 

Level Federations and private entrepreneurs on sanitation business in rural Bihar’ narrates 

the sustainability of rural sanitation marketing as a part of a wider activity which portray 

'Sanitation as a Business (SaaB): new approaches to Stimulate and Scale up Sanitation 

Demand and Supply Project’. The long-term vision for this effort is to help meet the basic 

sanitation needs of the rural poor, who do not currently have the access to safe and hygienic 

sanitation. This promising effort has been made to create demand for sanitation and improve 

the supply of sanitation-related products and services to increase household access to safe and 

sustainable sanitation, make open-defecation free communities, and promote improved 

hygiene practices.  

SSSS has started its journey to work with the poorest populace in difficult and far flung areas of 

Bihar. Gaya in Bihar was the district selected to start its work, where it got registered in 2003. 

SSSS has got its initial mentorship and institutional support from Indian Grameen Services (IGS), 

with which it supported promotion of large number of women SHG in Bankebazar block of Gaya 

district. The organization also helped the SHGs1 to federate and start a woman run SHG 

federation, which later got registered under the State Mutual Cooperative Act.  

The piloting of the approach was made to create and meet rural sanitation demands took place 

in the context of a changing national rural sanitation policy and program, in compliance with 

Swach Bharat Mission and innovative partnership on technical assistance of two components of 

Bihar Transformative Development Project (BTDP) project. An agreement was signed on 28th 

February 2018 between BRLPS and SSSS, with the aim of working together towards developing/ 

strengthening the supply channel of sanitary livelihoods promotion society (BRLPS) with the 

development objective mart through existing Village Organization (VO) 2 / Cluster Level 

Organization (CLF)3/ private entrepreneurs in rural belt of four districts of Bihar. 

                                                           
1
 Self Help Group (SHG) consists of 10-15 women. The SHGs are homogenous groups, with the members belonging to the same 

community and living in the vicinity of each other 
2
 Village Organization (VO) is a federation of SHGs at village or Panchayat level (depending on the number of SHGs). A bunch of 

SHG groups formed Village Organization. The number of SHGs in a VO must not be less than 5 and should not exceed 30. If it will 
exceed 30 then they will form another VO 
3
 Cluster Level Federation (CLF) is a federation of all VOs in our cluster. Our cluster has 30 villages. A bunch of VO formed CLF. 

The CLF is registered under the MACS Act or Societies Act. The CLF charges a one-time membership fee for the VOs. Apart from 
this member-VOs also 
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Bihar Transformative Development Project (BTDP) is being 

implemented by Bihar rural of diversifying and enhancing 

household-level incomes. As Bihar has a very poor 

sanitation status (See Fig. 1), another development 

objective of the project is to improve access to and use of 

nutrition and sanitation services among targeted 

households (Project period: June 18, 2016 – October 31 

2022).  BRLPS, through this Project, has been working to 

improve rural livelihood options and works towards social 

and economic empowerment of the rural poor and 

women by promoting self-managed community 

institutions and further strengthening their livelihoods. 

The project comprises of five components, one of which is 

increasing access to nutrition and sanitation services in 

order to improve SHG women and SHG households’ 

nut

riti

on, 

hygiene, and sanitation practices and 

increase their access to and use of 

nutrition and sanitation services - made 

available through the Integrated Child 

Development Services (ICDS) and Swach 

Bharat Mission (SBM) programs of 

Government of India (GoI) and programs 

like Bihar Vikas Mission (BVM) of 

Government of Bihar. The component 

consists of two sub-components: (i) 

communication for nutrition and sanitation behavior change; and (ii) capacity and institution 

building for convergence with nutrition and sanitation services. 

Another component is innovations, partnerships, and technical assistance aims in order to: (i) 

identify and pilot innovations relevant to the project, including, though not limited to, new 

products, business models, and service delivery models; and (ii) build partnerships between 

BRLPS and private sector organizations, government partners, social enterprises, or 

development partners to improve BRLPS’s implementation capacity and improve outcomes of 

investments made under component one, two, and three. The component consists of two sub-

components: (i) innovations; and (ii) partnerships and technical assistance. 

Fig. 2: Map of Bihar showing the operational districts 

Fig. 1: Bihar is one of the five states 

of India showing more than 70.1% 

households without latrine in the 

premises 
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Objectives of the Project: 

The main goal of the project is the achievement 

of full, permanent, easily accessible, sanitation 

services at scale by tapping to the potential of the 

CLF and local private sector in Rural Bihar. The 

specific objectives are as follows: 

 To develop and support sustainable 

business models and promote entrepreneurs for 

increasing supply of sanitation products and 

services through the CLF/ VO/ private 

entrepreneurs 

 To strengthen the value chain for 

improved sanitation products and services 

offered by the CLF/ VO/ private entrepreneurs 

 To create awareness and demand 

generation through Behavior Change 

Communications (BCC) of health and sanitation 

program through the network of community 

driven institutions promoted by JEEViKA 

 To improve supply and demand of 

sanitation services by bringing in financing 

opportunities in the sanitation ecosystem 

 

Approach: 

Access to sanitation is essential for human well-being, dignity and economic development. 

Changing hygienic behavior of rural people, through demand creation innovations such as 

Community Led Total Sanitation will not be sustained unless a number of key supporting 

conditions are met. One of these conditions is access to affordable and appropriate sanitation 

hardware and services. Empirical study shows that, Market-based sanitation solutions have the 

most potential for economic of scale and sustainability. But, due to non-prioritization for a long 

time, poorly developed rural sanitation market still remains unorganized and outreach is 

limited. When they tried to overcome these issues of hygiene they went through CLF/VO/SHG 

where the respective unit started awareness programs and construct toilet. For the members of 

CLF /VO/SHG this supply chain was very difficult as there are poor and they don’t have enough 

money to invest in it. Then for ease of this process JEEViKA taught them to start a Rural Sanitary 

 

Sanitation Enterprise/ Rural Sanitary 

Mart 

Enterprise is another word for a for-profit 

business or company, but it is most often 

associated with entrepreneurial ventures. 

People who have entrepreneurial success 

are often referred to as “Enterprising.” And 

when sanitary business gets involved into it, 

this is called “Sanitary enterprise”.  

An ideal RSM is a Production Center-cum-

marketing outlet mainly for materials 

required for the construction of sanitary 

latrines and other sanitary facilities 

in rural and peri-urban areas.  It is a 

shopping place where the sanitary needs of 

the common man could be met.  It serves 

both as a shop and as a service centre. The 

Sanitation enterprise is consisting of 

Production center and sales outlet. 
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Mart and complete the sanitation work under it. Affluent section, due to sensitivity or status 

identification can walk to the shops. But, actual problem lies with demotivated illiterate poor 

people, for which shops (Rural Sanitary Mart/ RSM) need to walk up to them. Special attention 

is very much required to cater the different consumer segments, most notably marginalized 

section, and households living in poverty, ethnic minorities and low caste groups. Because rural 

sanitation supply chains and finance often need to be strengthened, work should start in this 

area before and then be conducted in parallel to demand creation activities. 

 

Why Case Study? 

 Case studies tell a story and illustrate how the work or service can be used. In this 

document, the work of SSSS has been portrayed well and showcased the process of 

intervention, benefits of the products and customer’s acceptance 

 Case studies focus on the beneficiary’s perspective. Instead of talking more about the 

work of SSSS & JEEViKA, the case studies focused on CLF/VO/entrepreneurs’ 

perspective. 

 Case studies demonstrate success/failure. Not only these case studies focus on 

customers, but they also demonstrate how the product has been used successfully.  

 Case studies teach us a lot about the work, product and the customers. Case studies end 

up being one part promotional material and two parts market research. 
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Section One: Case Studies of RSMs 
 

Case Study- 1: RSM of Ritu CLF, Purnahiya block, Seohar 
 

Background: 

In the year of 2015, the Ritu CLF has been formed in Basant Jagjiwan village in Purnahiya Tehsil 

of Sheohar district under guidance of JEEViKAs Block Program Manager- Mr. Ashok Kumar and 

the Area Coordinator- Mr. Durga Charan Pathak. Sanitation work i.e. construction and 

awareness creation regarding toilet was going on. The RSM through CLF was developed and 

named as Sahayog Sanitary Mart, which consists of Gate, Pipe and Pan to help to construct 

toilet. During that time the emphasis was given on awareness creation among the household 

towards benefit of Toilet followed by Government incentive for the construction of the toilet 

implying that all these services along with the marketing to promote Toilet and sanitation. Even 

after the completion of three months of business they have not got any significant changes in 

terms of profit as well income. To understand the reason behind this SSSS team met with CLF 

members related to this program and got to know the following reasons- 

 Lack of Knowledge regarding Business: The CLF doesn’t have knowledge regarding the 

business model and its aspects. They have only opened a RSM to fulfill the given target. 

 Lack of funding: Since the loan process was very lengthy and the interest rate was high, 

they did not have the ready cash flow to adopt the business model. The invested money 

was not being revolved as they are not getting much income from the products. 

 Time and efforts: It been observed that the most of the CLF members are Females and 

their primary work in to be take care of their own house and help their house head in 

agricultural work. So there for they don’t want to put any extra efforts and their time to 

practices business model. 

 Input and Output Marketing: They are not getting the products in a convenient price for 

which the selling price of nearby traders is quite less than the Respective RSM. It directly 

affect their business, even after immense hard work the RSM (Based On the CLF) not 

getting not got any significant changes in terms of production as well income.  

 Monitoring and record keeping: The details of stock supply, credit and materials was not 

been kept for which they are not able to identify the problems and also as they don’t 

have records they cash management was interrupted. 

 Transportation: It deals with sources where a supply of some commodity is available 

and destinations where the commodity is demanded. The areas where they are needed 

are often difficult to access, logistics become complicated, local contracting capability is 
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limited. The cost of transportation of material is a bit higher than the other location as 

the vendor location (Muzaffarpur is 60KM) and some places there is no constructed 

road.  

Due to the above problems the RSM have not been working properly which tends to closed. 

 

The Intervention 

Analyzing the situation in the villages, RSM approach was adopted to enhance the productivity 

per area and attaining better price realization for construction of toilets.  For this selection of 

CLF and then an active member was the first step towards initiation of contract farming 

process.   

The RSM was being trained the process of business models and the factors that affect the 

business model. To overcome from the above mentioned issues JEEViKA assign SSSS as 

technical consultant and provide handholding support to promote livelihood. Ritu CLF is 

functioning in the area and the respected office located at Unser village lead by Mrs. Pramila 

Devi. SSSS Staffs Mr. Dilip Mishra and Mr. Nandkishore went there and conduct a CLF meeting 

in presence of BPM- Mr. Ashok Kumar and Area coordinator- Anju Kumari.  

The CLF members elected Mr. Rajnish Gupta (VRP: Village representative person) to lead the 

business.  He is 25 years old fellow steeping forwards to start the RSM in the village of Balia, 

Unser. Previously he was engaged in agricultural activities and worked for JEEViKA as Village 

resource person. He used to generate demands make villagers understand the benefit of toilet 

and create awareness among them.  

Firstly he was very nervous to 

implement the business model which is 

very new to him, his activeness and 

immense energy and dedication 

towards his work made him a successful 

entrepreneur. To start the production 

unit he took 5 Decimal lands and 

invested Rs. 30,000/- and Named the 

RSM as Sita Jeevika Grahmin Swachata 

Mart. On 15th June 2018, He started 

with production center and then leads 

towards Pan, Syphon, Doors etc. 
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At the initial phase, he faced lot of challenges: 

Pre-Defined Problems Solutions 

Frame for production of Ring 
are not available 

Frame for production unit was provided by SSSS 

Input and output marketing as 
transportation is a big huddle 
for them  

SSSS linkage them with the nearby vendors and train them 
how to negotiate with the vendors for input marketing.  
Brand development, awareness campaign, village meetings 
and marketing solution were conducted which enhanced 
income 

Skilled Mason are not available A technical training and mason training was given by SSSS 
and package of practice were provided to him. 

Don’t have technical 
knowledge regarding the 
entrepreneurship model and 
so as business model 

Training on Business model and entrepreneurship model 
was given to him who appreciates the need of 
understanding entrepreneurial orientation of individuals 
and get versed with the entrepreneurial orientation 
inventory tool. 

Risk on adoption of new model An exposure visit to Muzaffarpur was conducted to 
motivate the entrepreneurs and show them how a RSM 
works. 

Lack of Knowledge regarding 
Business 

 

A training program has been conducted to make them 
understand the process of business which is from selection 
of land to deliver products. The training consist of these 
following details 

 

Output: 

The results of the effort were encouraging through 

rural sanitary mart but it can be improved by 

demand creation and input marketing linkages. The 

impact was realized by the RSM members are the 

following manner: 

 Supply chain was been strengthen by 

providing qualitative product at a 

reasonable vendor price. 

 It’s been 6 month 1 year Rajnish have 

married and planning for his future. On 4th 

October 2018 he had a baby boy, which 
 

48% 

10% 

11% 

11% 

11% 

9% 
Average Sales of Products 

Cement Ring Slab
Pan Syphone
Door Pipes
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motivates him to work harder for his family and new born baby. Now he is planning for 

extension of the RSM and opens a new outlet within a year. 

 Awareness regarding sanitation and toilet increased as monthly 10 village meeting were 

conducted and spread knowledge regarding the benefits. 

 In terms of the production unit the technical ability is increased. For example the RSM 

have molds for the ring construction. Previously they don’t have a manufacturing unit, 

The CLF member have a thought that it will be time taking and expensive but when they 

got to know about the technicality the highest income is from the manufacture unit. 

Unit Total Selling Price ( 

in Rs) 

Total Purchase / 

Manufacturing cost  

( in Rs) 

Profit/ Loss 

Production unit 22000 15900 32% 

trading unit 17800 14240 25% 

 

Outcome: 

 Improved knowledge and skill of 

Mason and RSM members on Toilet 

technology and Business model 

(Sanitation as a Business) 

 Enhanced economical status of the 

RSM member, as well CLF/VO/SHG 

 Increase in no. of HH awareness 

 Increase in income and minimize the 

cost of manufacturing 

 Enhanced outreach of RSM  

 

Current Problems: 

Current Problems Possible Solutions 

Lack of funds- The support in terms of 
funding from JEEViKA was vanished and he is 
not getting loans to continue the RSM 
entrepreneurship model.  But the process is 
very lengthy. 

It can be minimized by enhancing the loan 
capabilities or linkages microfinance through 
which the problem of fund will be minimized 

 

0
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15000

20000

25000
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Field Credit- He has given credit to the 
household to construct toilet and bathrooms 
where his Rs 20000/- were invested till 04-
10-2018. The recovery of this credit amount 
is very slow and which directly affect the 
revenue of the business. 

The entrepreneur must analyses the credit 
feasibility through which the problem arising 
during credit recovery will minimized. Also 
regular follow up and proper documentation 
needed to overcome this issues 

Behavioral change of the customers- The 
located area is at very interior where 
attracting members of the target community 
to a sanitation approach is not so easy. The 
reason that most of the villagers say is they 
don’t have enough money to invest for toilet. 

But now a day these attitudes towards 
sanitation are vanishing and people of this 
area adoption the changes. A bit motivation 
showing practical examples and let them 
understand the benefit will give a step 
closure toward 100% coverage 

 

Key Learning: 

Expected that their work would continue as it is now and that in due course, and in spite of the 

challenges for the poorest, their communes would achieve 100% toilet coverage, with all 

households having sanitary toilets according to JEEViKA standard. Target setting will help to 

achieve so. Though the above initiatives have been taken at the institution level, the sanitation 

sector has vast potential. There are some key factors which need to be considered for 

replication of the project: 

 Assessing the inherent strength of the place of intervention and planning as per the 

availability of the resources in the area. 

 Proper monitoring of the HH and generate demands of different sanitation products 

 Developing marketing strategy for better price realization for the RSM 

 For individual entrepreneur, it is easy to invest money as he himself is deciding head, 

but in case of CLF it is complicated. The funding process of is lengthy and time taking, for 

which the demand was grab by other competitors.  
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Case Study-2: RSM of Adhaar CLF, Sahar block, Bhojpur 
 

Background 

Sahar is a Tehsil / Block (CD) in the Bhojpur District of Bihar. According to Census 2011 

information the sub-district code of Sahar block is 01434. Total area of Sahar is 119 km². Sahar 

has a population of 1,10,276 peoples. There are 18,612 houses in the sub-district. There are 

about 56 villages in Sahar block which is 100% rural population and sanitation coverarge is very 

low about 45% HHs having access to toilet which can open up and creates as a best place to 

start a RSM as in the sanitation drive all house hold have to have a toilet and to fulfill that local 

level vendors and shops are needed to cater the demad generated by this. 

According to Census 2011 information, the location code or village code of Bishunpura village is 

247734. Bishunpura village is located in Sahar Tehsil of Bhojpur district in Bihar, India. It is 

situated 8km away from sub-district headquarter Sahar and 40km away from district 

headquarter Arrah. As per 2009 stats, Baruhi is the gram panchayat of Bishunpura village. 

The total geographical area of village is 83 hectares. Bishunpura has a total population of 450 

peoples. There are about 89 houses in Bishunpura village. Arwal is nearest town to Bishunpura 

which is approximately 12km away. Rambhajan Singh is living in this village since his birth he is 

now 59 years old and he is living with his children and wife. Total family members are 13 and all 

are living together in a small pucca house.  

 

Earlier Status 

Mr. Ram Bhajan Singh owns a small patch of land and some buffalos for the living. As he has 4 

children, the land is going to be divided into four parts and eventually it will be not enough for 

whole family to fill their stomach. He was searching for a alternative source of income where he 

can invest some money and can enhance their earning. 

 

Intervention 

Under SaaB project, SSSS staffs are doing 

regular community meetings in different 

villages at different slots of times. Mr. Ram 

Bhajan attained one of those meetings, and 

got interest in this project. So he reached 

out to SSSS-staff to know detail about the 

SaaB, one-stop shop and the sanitation 
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business. After talking to SSSS-staff, his level of interest was increased and he took training on it 

so that he can open a RSM, as he was dreaming it as an alternate source of income generation. 

SSSS-staff told him that this is only possible if his household has a member in JEEViKA-SHG, 

which is authorized by CLF/ VO. He talked to her wife who is member of SHG under Aadhar CLF. 

Her wife agreed to work together. SSSS staff supported him in procurement of materials from 

market and setting up a shop with its branding. 

 

Immediate /Long Term Impact 

Mr. Ram Bhajan started the business for immediate profit in it. He invested his own capital of 

Rs.20,000/- in starting the shop and presently he has about Rs. 40,000/- worth material and 

product in stock. Till November, he sold toilets of around Rs. 1,00,000/- with an average profit 

of around Rs.20,000/-. He is getting popular in his area as there is no other similar shop in the 

area. On the other hand, as Bihar govt. as well as JEEViKA is focusing to make the state ODF, he 

is very sure that sale volume will go up and he will earn a good profit out of it. 

 

Way Forward: 

 It will be highly in demand and beneficial due to ODF drive going on in villages 

 After well-establishing the shop, he will add other hardware materials as per demand 

 After ODF there will be scope of selling other materials like cleaners, and add on 

bathroom materials etc 

 Swarn Khad also can be added to shop to sell as JEEVIKa is also promoting it. 
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Case Study-3: RSM of Vishal CLF, Bochaha block, Muzaffarpur 

Background: 

Unsar village is located in Bochaha Tehsil of Muzaffarpur district in Bihar, India. It is situated 

7km away from sub-district headquarter Bochaha and 17km away from district headquarter 

Muzaffarpur. As per 2009 stats, Unsar village is also a gram panchayat. The total geographical 

area of village is 905.3 hectares. Unsar has a total population of 4,397 peoples. There are about 

900 houses in Unsar village. Muzaffarpur is nearest town to Unsar which is approximately 17km 

away. Bochaha is a Block situated in Muzaffarpur district in Bihar. Positioned in rural part of 

Bihar, it is one of the 16 blocks of Muzaffarpur district. 

 

Intervention: 

As a part of the initiative, RSM approach was adopted to enhance the productivity per area and 

attaining better price realization for construction of toilets.  For this selection of CLF and then 

an active member was the first step towards initiation of contract farming process.  The RSM 

was being trained the process of business models and the factors that affect the business 

model. Vishal CLF is functioning in the area and the respected office located at Unser village. 

SSSS Staffs went there and conduct a CLF meeting in presence of BPM- Mr. Manish Kumar and 

area coordinator- Anju Kumari. There was a meeting with the CLF members on the sanitation 

business. It was also informed to them that SSSS will provide technical training and business 

orientation for initiating the business. 

The CLF members agreed with 

that and elected Mr. Shyam 

Babu Rai (VRP: Village 

representative person) to 

lead the business.  He is 33 

years old fellow steeping 

forwards to start the RSM in 

the village of Balia, Unser. 

Previously he was engaged in 

agricultural activities and 

worked for JEEViKA as Village 

resource person. He used to generate demands make villagers understand the benefit of toilet 

and create awareness among them. 
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His activeness and immense energy and 

dedication towards his work made him a 

successful entrepreneur. To start the 

production unit he took 5 Katha lands 

and invested Rs 40,000/- and Named the 

RSM as Vishal Sanitary Mart. He started 

with production centre and then leads 

towards Pan, Syphon, Doors etc.  

At the initial phase, he faced lot of challenges: 

Pre-Defined Problems Solutions 

Frame for production of Ring 
are not available 

Frame for production unit was provided by SSSS 

Input and Output marketing 
 
 
 
 

SSSS linkage them with the nearby vendors and train them 
how to negotiate with the vendors for input marketing.  
Brand development , awareness campaign , village meetings 
and  marketing solution were conducted which enhanced 
income 

Fund issues as the loan 
JEEViKA (CLF) delayed 

Shyam Babu invested 40000 and started the business 

Skilled Mason are not available 
 
 

A technical training and mason training was given by SSSS 
and package of practice were provided to him. 

Don’t have technical 
knowledge regarding the 
entrepreneurship model and 
so as business model 
 
 

Training on Business model and entrepreneurship model 
was given to him, which appreciate the need of 
understanding entrepreneurial orientation of individuals 
and get versed with the entrepreneurial orientation 
inventory tool. 

Risk on adoption of new model 
 
 

An exposure visit to Muzaffarpur was conducted to 
motivate the entrepreneurs and show them how a RSM 
works. 

 

Apart from these, currently he is still facing the problem of business credit. He has given credit 

to the household to construct toilet and bathrooms where his Rs 20,000/- were invested till 04-

10-2018. The recovery of this credit amount is very slow and which directly affect the revenue 

of the business. 
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Outcome and Impact: 

The results of the project were encouraging through RSM. The impact was realized by the RSM 

members are the following manner: 

 As a result of this intensive household toilet coverage increased by 80% in Parri village 

by September 2018.  

 Supply chain was been strengthen by providing qualitative product at a reasonable 

vendor price. 

 Monthly income increases as the input supply chain process was perfectly executed. 

Sr No Source of income Previous Income Current income 

1 Agricultural 500 1,000 

2 JEEViKA (VRP) 1,500 0 

3 RSM 0 6,000 

  2,000 7,000 

 

As a result of the above, Shyam Babu admited his son in a private school named 

“Saraswati Siksha Niketan”. 
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 Awareness regarding sanitation and toilet increased as monthly 5 village meeting were 

conducted and spread knowledge regarding the benefits. 

 In terms of the production unit the technical ability is increased. For example the RSM 

have molds for the ring construction. Previously they don’t have a manufacturing unit, 

The CLF member have a thought that it will be time taking and expensive but when they 

got to know about the technicality the highest income is from the manufacture unit. As 

previously one mason manufacture 6 rings per day and charged Rs.700/- but now a days 

the same mason manufacture 14-20 rings per day and changed Rs. 700/-. 

 

Unit Total Selling Price 

( in Rs) 

Total Purchase / 

Manufacturing cost ( in Rs) 

Profit/ Loss 

Production unit 170,000 129,000 32% 

Trading unit 163,125 123,000 33% 
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Case Study-4: RSM of Sahayog CLF, Marwan block, Muzaffarpur 

Background: 

Parri village is located in Marwan Tehsil of Muzaffarpur district in Bihar, India. It is situated 6km 

away from sub-district headquarter Marwan and 16km away from district headquarter 

Muzaffarpur. As per 2009 stats, JhakhadaShekh is the gram panchayat of Parrivillage.The total 

geographical area of village is 230 hectares. Parri has a total population of 1,985 peoples. There 

are about 307 houses in Parri village. Muzaffarpur is nearest town to Parri which is 

approximately 16 km away (https://villageinfo.in/bihar/muzaffarpur/marwan/parri.html). 

Marwan is a block in Muzaffarpur District of Bihar State, India. It belongs to Tirhut Division. It is 

located 14 KM towards west from District headquarter Muzaffarpur. It is a Block head quarter.  

Kharauna Dih (5 KM), Harchanda (5 KM), Panapur Habeli (6 KM), Rupwara (6 KM), Panapur (7 

KM) are the nearby Villages to Marwan. Marwan is surrounded by Kanti Block towards 

North,Muzaffarpur Block towards East, Saraiya block towards West, Mushahari block towards 

East. Muzaffarpur, Kanti, Motipur, Lalganj are the nearby Cities to Marwan. This Place is in the 

border of the Muzaffarpur District and Vaishali District. Vaishali District Patedhi Belsar is South 

towards this place. 

In the year of 2015, the Sahayog CLF has been formed under guidance of JEEViKA Block 

Program Manager named Asutosh Kumar and the Area Coordinator Rekha Singh. Sanitation 

work i.e. construction and awareness creation regarding toilet was going on. 

The RSM through CLF was developed and named as Sahayog sanitary mart, which consist of 

Gate, Pipe and Pan.  

 

Intervention: 

The RSM was being trained the process of business models and the factors that affect the 

business model. SSSS Staffs Mr. Dilip Mishra and Mr. Nandkishore went there and conduct a 

CLF meeting in presence of BPM. The CLF members elected Mr. Naresh Mahato (VRP: Village 

representative person) to lead the business. He is 42 years old fellow steeping forwards to start 

the RSM and named it as Meserss Kumar Traders. Previously he was engaged in agricultural 

activities as he has 20 Katha of agricultural land.  

To start the production unit he took 2 katha lands on lease from his elder brother as it was 

nearby road and transportation will be easy. But due to some Family issues after 10 days he 

shifted the location of the RSM to his own area is of 18 decimal where he has a small shop of 

groceries.  
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A loan was given to the RSM with the interest of Rs 12/- per year which standardize the cash 

flow through revolving fund. The income is enhanced for which somehow the business financial 

problem was overcome. He took loan of 

20000 from CLF to start the business at 

interest of Rs 24/- per year.  

SSSS representative helped them tie up 

with the sanitation product whole sell 

vendors and make them understand how 

to select the appropriate products in 

reasonable price. It increases the 

negotiable potential of him and income.  

Output: 

The results of the project were encouraging throughRural sanitary mart. The impact was 

realized by the RSM members are the following manner: 

 As a result of this intensive household toilet coverage increased by 80% inParri village by 

September 2018.  

 Supply chain was been strengthen by providing qualitative product at a reasonable 

vendor price. 

 Monthly income increases as the input supply chain process was perfectly executed. 

 Awareness regarding sanitation and toilet increased as monthly 10 village meeting were 

conducted and spread knowledge regarding the benefits. 

 In terms of the production unit the technical ability is increased. For example the RSM 

have molds for the ring construction. Previously they don’t have a manufacturing unit, 

The CLF member have a thought that it will be time taking and expensive but when they 

got to know about the technicality the highest income is from the manufacture unit. 

 

Unit Total Selling Price 

(in Rs) 

Total Purchase / 

Manufacturing cost (in 

Rs) 

Profit/ Loss 

Production unit 86,500 51,250 69% 

Trading unit 97,450 64,500 51% 
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The figure shown below indicates the income enhancement: 

 

 

Outcome: 

 Improved knowledge and skill of Mason and RSM members on toilet technology and 

Business model (Sanitation as a Business) 

 Enhanced economical status of the RSM member 

 Increase in no. of HH awareness 

 Increase in income and minimize the cost of manufacturing 

 Enhanced outreach of RSM  

In the project area under Marwan block, Bihar, sanitation as a business represented by RSM 

holds great potential within the existing market. The project showcased a successful model for 

economical growth as well the technical stability in individuals. With enhancement in income 

the RSM members are quite confident towards the business and its productivity. This project 

highlighted the sustainable model for production and technical support in terms of increment in 

production alternatively revenue generation, which make them confidant enough to enhance 

their own business. Adoption of best practices will secure the Members of RSM sustained 

income year after year. 
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Case Study-5: RSM of Bandana Jeevika SHG, Marwan block, Muzaffarpur 

Background: 

Mansurpur Chamarua village is located in Marwan Tehsil of Muzaffarpur district in Bihar, India. 
It is situated 3km away from sub-district headquarter Marwan and 9km away from district 
headquarter Muzaffarpur. As per 2009 stats, Makdumpur Kodaria North is the gram panchayat 
of Mansurpur Chamarua village. 

The total geographical area of village is 238 hectares. Mansurpur Chamarua has a total 

population of 2,985 peoples. There are about 585 houses in Mansurpur Chamarua village. 

Muzaffarpur is nearest town to Mansurpur Chamarua which is approximately 9km away. 

Bhubaneswar Sahani is one villager of Mansurpur Chamarua village. Previously he was at 

Barpara, Assam. Initially he was working as labor in the construction company where 

construction of buildings and sanitation needs. Due to some economical and social issues at 

Assam he shifted to his native place Marwan and started a new phase of his life. His wife is 

engage with the SHG group named Bandana Jeevika and now his son is studying B.Ed. His 

earning is not sufficient to fulfill the need of his family. 

Intervention:  

It’s been 28 years he is working as 

sanitation construction labor. He was 

searching for work while SSSS staffs come 

across. They encourage him to start a RSM 

and become an entrepreneur.  

He is 55 years old fellow steeping forwards 

to start the RSM in the village of Chamarwa, 

Marwan which near by the road. Initially he 

has invested Rs. 50,000/- and to inaugurate 

production center on 02/07/18. As his wife 

is a member of SHG, he got loan from the 

SHG and invested 40,000. Rest he collected 

from his own. He took 1 Katha land on lease 

for which he has to pay Rs. 1,000/- per 

month. The Production center consists of 

cement ring, slab, pillar (As per requirement 

in feet). As he has an experience over the 

technicality of construction he needs to be train the business aspects, demand generation and 
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campaign. As he is an illiterate, his son helps him for monitoring and record keeping throughout 

the period. 

 

Outcome: 

As a result of this intensive, Supply chain was been strengthen by providing qualitative product 

at a reasonable vendor price. In terms of the production unit the technical ability is increased. 

For example the RSM have molds for the ring construction. Previously they don’t have a 

manufacturing unit, The CLF member have a thought that it will be time taking and expensive 

but when they got to know about the technicality the highest income is from the manufacture 

unit.  

Monthly income increases as the input supply chain process was perfectly executed. Previously 

he was getting 4000 monthly which is unstable now he is getting on an average of Rs. 10000/- 

per month. 
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Section Two: Case Studies of Beneficiaries 
 

Case Study- 1: Chandaneswar Rai, Bochaha, Muzaffarpur 

Access to sanitation is essential for human well-being, dignity and economic development. 

Changing hygienic behavior of rural people, through demand creation innovations such as 

Community Led Total Sanitation will not be sustained unless a number of key supporting 

conditions are met. One of these conditions is access to affordable and appropriate sanitation 

hardware and services. Empirical study 

shows that,  Market-based sanitation 

solutions have the most potential for 

economic of scale and sustainability 

Unsar village is located in Bochaha Tehsil 

of Muzaffarpur district in Bihar, India. It is 

situated 7km away from sub-district 

headquarter Bochaha and 17km away 

from district headquarter Muzaffarpur. As 

per 2009 stats, Unsar village is also a Gram Panchayat. The total geographical area of village is 

905.3 hectares. Unsar has a total population of 

4,397 peoples. There are about 900 houses in 

Unsar village. Muzaffarpur is nearest town to 

Unsar which is approximately 17km away. 

Bochaha is a Block situated in Muzaffarpur 

district in Bihar. Positioned in rural part of Bihar, 

it is one of the 16 blocks of Muzaffarpur district. 

Chandeswar Rai (45 years old) is a physically 

challenged person. It is very difficult for a 

handicap person to go to the field for open 

defecation. His main sources of income are 

coming from daily labour wages and selling milk 

(he is having a couple of buffaloes and cows). He 

is residing in a kachcha house with other seven 

family members (three males and five females). 

His monthly income is Rs. 2,000- 2,500/-, which 

is not sufficient to construct a toilet within 

house and because of that they go out in field 

for defecation. To enhance the income his 
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brother went to Delhi and working as construction labour and sending money to his family. “I 

want my family members to be safe always, and therefore, don’t like them to go far field for 

open defecation”, he said during the interview.  

BRLPS is working towards developing/ strengthening the supply channel of sanitary mart 

through existing Village Organization (VO)/ Cluster Level Organization (CLF)/ private 

entrepreneurs in rural belt of four districts of Bihar which leads to open defecation free Bihar. 

The RSM was being trained the process of business models and the factors that affect the 

business model. JEEViKA assigned SSSS as technical consultant and provide handholding 

support to promote livelihood. Ritu CLF is functioning in the area and the respected office 

located at Unser village. SSSS Staffs supported this CLF to become sanitation entrepreneur in 

this area. 

Shyam Babu, representative of Ritu CLF roaming around the village, conducted village meetings 

and awareness campaigns. During the activities of demand creation, he came across 

Chandeswar Rai and his family. He made them understand the process of implementation 

where they can get Government subsidy of Rs. 12,000/-.  

Then Chandeswar and his brother planned to construct toilet. They took loan from private 

lender of Rs 30,000/- (at interest of Rs. 60/- per year) to utilize it for constructing toilet and 

other purposes. He used 20,000/- for constructing toilet and Rs. 10,000/- for agricultural 

purpose.  

It’s been four months of construction and they are fully satisfied with the construction and 

quality. After construction the women members of the family feel safe and are not facing any 

unexpected hazards. Children are also happy.  The land where they are open defecating were 

now always clean. He said- I have already motivated some of my neighborours about the 

benefit of toilet. I will aware more other villagers too”.  The detail is as follows- 

 

Sr No Name Address Contact Number 

1 Hari Kumar Purbaitolla , ward no 12, Unser, Bochaha 7563838754 

2 Sukul kumar Purbaitolla , ward no 12, Unser, Bochaha --- 

3 Hare ram Purbaitolla , ward no 12, Unser, Bochaha 9135493596 

4 Kishore Kumar Purbaitolla , ward no 12, Unser, Bochaha --- 
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Case Study-2: Sona Devi, Bochaha, Muzaffarpur 

Sona Devi, wife of Sri Mukti Nath, has four daughters and one son all of whom are studying. 

There are 8 members in their family including Sona Devi. They own a small patch of land, where 

they farm maize and wheat. Farming is the primary source of income of their family. As the 

income from the land is not enough for the subsistence, they could not afford to construct a 

toilet in their house.  

Sona Devi is an active member of a SHG named Rani Jeevika, promoted by BRLPS. It has been 

three years she is working with them. She admitted in her interview that going out is shameful 

and it is not good for health too as in field anything unexpected can be happened. She wanted 

to construct one toilet in her house but due to lack of money, she was unable to do so.  The 

monthly income of the family is not stable that is ranges in between Rs.5000-8000/-. 

Sometimes it may reduce to Rs.2000/- only.  

 

As the sanitation entrepreneur Shyam Babu, promoted by SSSS, was roaming around the 

village, conducted village meetings and awareness campaigns, he one day met with Sona Devi 

and her family. He made them understand the process of implementation where she denied as 

all her children is studying and she does not have enough money to construct toilet. 

Shyam babu, with immense effort, made her decision change. She also got to know that Rs. 

12,000/- incentive amount will be given when the toilet construction is done. And that made 

her happier than ever, as whatever she will spend is going to be returned from government, 

and JEEViKA is helping in that also to fasten the process.  
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Her daughter suggested her father that as they have a large family, they need two toilets. So, 

she took Rs. 30,000/- loan with Rs 60/- interest per year and constructed two toilets and one 

bathroom for her family. The water source for them is the hand pump is in distance of 20-25 

meters from the Septic leach pit tank.  

It has been two months of construction and they are fully satisfied with the construction and 

quality. “All my family members are now happy”, she said with smiling face.  

Among the villagers, toilets figure in the top three needs for their own security and health. It’s a 

much bigger problem with the men. They see their responsibility as just building a toilet, not 

using it. But after getting the facts and benefits of toilet they are using it and aware people to 

use so. 

Defecating in the open is known to cause serious health problems and consequently, incurring 

huge expenditure on healthcare. The consequences of open defecation go beyond just hygiene 

for many women and girls. In addition to the shame of going in the open, this state poses the 

threat of being harassed; experiencing violence and the stress that comes with it is now 

minimized and tends to vanished.  
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Case Study-3: Puja Kumari, Bochaha, Muzaffarpur 

Puja Kumari, daughter of Mr. Abada Kishore Lal and Mrs. Nirmala Devi, is studying Bachelors in 

Arts in Hindi honors. With her parents and other 

family members, she lives in Unsar village is located 

in Bochaha Tehsil of Muzaffarpur district. There are 

eight members in their family including Puja. His 

Father is not physically fit- he is deaf and dumb 

since childhood. He is not able to earn and fulfill 

the daily need of his family.  

They own a small farming land and have few 

livestock for living. The income from the land is not 

enough to live their life smoothly. They had a semi-

pucca house without ant toilet. Puja Kumari 

admitted that going outside for defecation is 

shameful and is not good for health too.  She also 

informed that both in her school and college life, 

she is using toilets there. But as in home it is not 

available, she goes for open defecation.  

She informed that though an awareness meeting of 

SSSS, she came to know about the incentive 

scheme of government for constructing the toilet. 

In the mean time, the sanitation entrepreneur Mr. 

Shyam Babu attached with RSM of Ritu CLF, was roaming around the village and conducting 

awareness campaigns for creating demad from the villages. During this activity, Shyam Babu 

came across Nirmala Devi. He made them understand the process of installation of toilet. First 

she denied constructing the same. She did not want to invest money to construct toilet as they 

have to invest money every year for her children’s education. 

With massive effort, Shyam babu ultimately motivated them. He also talked to her daughter 

Puja Kumari who also has a habit of using toilet. Once they agreed to take it, Shyam babu 

supplied all the materials and helped them get skilled labour so as to construct it smoothly. 

After construction, they are using it for last two months. They are fully satisfied with the 

construction and quality. Puja Kumari informed during the interview, “our new home is under 

construction. We are planning to construct a new and spacious toilet there. I am greatful to 

both SSS and Shyam Babu for everything. I have decided that I will help Shyam babu to aware 

other of our village towards the benefit of Toilet and why we use so.”  
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Case Study-4: Lakhpati Devi, Sahar, Bhojpur 

Bishunpura village of Baruhi GP is situated 8km away from sub-district headquarter Sahar and 

40km away from district headquarter Arrah. It has a total of 89 HH with 450 populations. Arwal 

is nearest town (12km away). Rambhajan Singh is living in this village since his birth he is now 

59 years old and he is living with his children and wife. Total family members are 13 and all are 

living together in a small pucca house. 

Lakhpati Devi, wife of Mr. Shiv Narayan, owns a 

small patch of land of and both do farming for 

living. She has four daughters and the income 

from the land is not enough hence they can’t 

afford to construct. She admitted in her 

interview that going out for defecation is not a 

healthy practice. But she never thought 

constructing a toilet, as it becomes a habit for 

them since long.  

SSSS, under SAAB Project, is working in different 

districts of Bihar for strengthening sanitation 

supply chain; and under this project Sahar fall 

into one of the blocks of Bhojpur which is given 

by Jeevika to work. Under this project, SSSS 

staffs are doing regular community meetings in 

different villages at different slots of times. Also Jeevika was involved in this movement very 

aggressively to make the village ODF. Slowly villagers got the point that having a toilet in their 

houses is not a bad thing or not against their ancient culture.  

Lakhpati Devi also became interested by seeing other peoples constructing their own toilets. So 

she decided to make one for their family. She contacted SSSS staff and Jeevika staff to know 

about the process. She put her own money from savings and constructed the toilet in her 

house. In this whole process, the RSM opened by SSSS played the key role because the RSM 

opened by Mr. Ram Bhajan supplied and helped her in construction of this toilet by providing 

all the necessary items related to it. 

As an immediate impact of this toilet construction is that now the feeling of shame is not in her 

mind while defecation. Family members can use it whenever it requires; they don’t have to wait 

to sun goes down. And this habit will leads to a clean defecation free village and with the low 

cases or diseases found which were happening due to open defecation. 

She is now thinking of modifying the toilet in future as per need like construct a bathroom and 

attaching a water tank to it for better use if it. 
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Case Study-5: Ram Suresh Singh, Sahar, Bhojpur 

Mr. Ram Suresh singh lives in a small village Bajrean under Sahar block of Bhojpur, Bihar. He 

owns a small patch of land and couple of buffalows and cows; his main source of income comes 

from selling milk. He has four sons. All are married and have children. All live together in one 

semi-pucca house without any toilet facility. He did not construct the toilet, as he thought that 

this is not a necessary thing to have in house; 

rather it will make the house dirty.  

But by the time passes, when government put 

pressure and JEEViKA along with SSSS started 

doing its motivational meeting and tried to 

mobilise the community about the necessity 

of household toilet its benefit, slowly by 

attaining those meetings he realized that it is 

not bad thing to have a toilet inside the house 

rather it is beneficial in so many ways. Once 

he came to know about the govt. scheme of 

Rs.12000/- incentive amount, he instantly 

discussed with his family members to take a 

decisions. Once all members agreed with it, 

he contacted SSSS staff and Jeevika staff to 

understand the process of getting the incentive amount. He then visited to the RSM opened in 

his nearby village. He talked to Mr. Ram Bhajan, who is leading this business through this RSM, 

to construct a toilet. He got motivated after talking with Mr. Ram Bhajan who helped him to 

construct the toilet.   

He after that invested his own money, and constructed the toilet within his home premises. In 

this whole process the RSM opened by SSSS played the key role because the RSM opened by 

Mr. Ram Bhajan supplied sanitary materials at a best price and helped her in construction. 

He is now happy with his newly constructed toilet. He said that “Now I can understand the 

importance of toilet. It is helping me keeping my house and nearby areas cleans. I think, after 

making a habit, one cannot again go to outside for open defecation. I have come to know from 

JEEViKA meeting that it will help reduce the diseases, which are happening due to open 

defecation”. 
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Case Study-6: Moti Devi, Marwan, Muzaffarpur 

Parri village, in Marwan Tehsil of Muzaffarpur district, is situated 6km away from sub-district 

headquarter Marwan and 16km away from district headquarter Muzaffarpur. As per 2009 stats, 

Jhakhada Shekh is the gram panchayat of Parri village. The total geographical area of village is 

230 hectares. Parri has a total population of 1,985 peoples. There are about 307 houses in Parri 

village. Muzaffarpur is nearest town to Parri which is approximately 16km away. 

Moti Devi, a fourty-eight years old lady, is a villager of Parri village. There are three members in 

their family including Moti Devi. She has two daughters 

and one son. Daughters were married, and son is 

studying bachelor in Arts with Political science Hons.  

She is an active member of the SHG named Chameli 

JEEViKA which is within Arati JEEViKA VO for last 5 years. 

They own two 2 Katha land, where they do maize 

cultivation. Apart from this, her husband is day labour, 

which is the primary source of income of the family. The 

monthly income of the family is approximately Rs. 

10,000/-. The nature of house is Semi-pakka. Sanitation 

facility was not there in the house.  

Her elder daughter always forced them to construct 

toilet. Even Moti Devi too wants to do so. She said, “My 

husband was not willing to construct toilet. I tried to 

convince him. I said him that if you will open defecate, 

we will not accept you as family member”. Ultimately her 

husband agreed to construct it.  

She then met with Mr. Naresh, who is running the business of RSM of Sahayog CLF. This CLF is 

functioning in the area and the respected office located at Unser village. Moti Devi asked him 

the details about construction and government subsidy. From him, she understood the whole 

process and accordingly informed her family to construct toilet. They decided to construct two 

toilets, one for the use of women and another is for the use of men in house. Naresh’s 

immense hard work and Moti Devi’s approach made successfully completion of the toilet. The 

constructions of toilets have cost Rs. 28,000/-. The water source of the toilet is hand pump, 

which is in distance of 10 -15 meters from the Septic leach pit tank. 

The land, where they were open defecating earlier, is now cleared. They are now cultivating 

crops. “Nowhere to hide… we do not have to be shamed anymore" explains Sona Devi’s older 

daughter. She also added that she is helping SHG and Mr. Nareshto aware villagers regarding 

the benefit of Toilet. 
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Case Study-7: Panwa Devi, Marwan, Muzaffarpur 

Panwa Devi is 50 years old lady, residing in Parri village. There are nine members in their family 

including Panwa Devi. Their primary subsistence depends on farming, especially maize 

cultivation. labour work is another source of income of the family. The monthly income of the 

family is not stable, ranging from Rs. 3,000 to Rs. 5,000/- only.  

As a sanitation entrepreneur, Mr. Naresh Mahato of Sahojog CLF was organizing awareness 

programmes in this village, where he met with Panwa Devi. After getting all the information 

about the scheme and process from Mr. Naresh, she became interested to avail the 

government scheme and willing to construct the toilet within her office premises. It makes her 

happier as what she will spend is going to be returned from government. Once she heard that 

JEEViKA is helping to fasten the process, she did not hesitate again and took final decision. She 

took a loan of Rs. 30,000/- with Rs. 60/- interest per year and constructs toilet and bathroom 

for her family. The water source for tem is the hand pump is in distance of 10 -15 meters from 

the Septic leach pit tank. 

It’s been three months of construction and they are fully satisfied with the construction and 

quality. There are four male and four females in their family, Due to this contrition the women 

feel safe and the men and children are not facing any unexpected hazards. Among the villagers, 

toilets figure in the top three needs for their own security and health. It’s a much bigger 

problem with the men. They see their responsibility as just building a toilet, not using it. But 

after getting the facts and benefits of toilet they are using it and aware people to use so. 
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Case Study-8: Renu Devi, Marwan, Muzaffarpur 

Renudevi lives in Parri village of Marwan block, Muzaffarpur Bihar. She lives with her mother in 

law and four children, as her husband not 

lives with her. Villagers said that her 

husband went to Delhi to earn money 

but never returned. She lives in a semi-

pacca house and works as agricultural 

wage labour and tries to fill all children 

stomach with the small earned money. 

As she have 4 daughters and the income 

from the wage labour is not enough, she 

could not afford to construct any toilet in 

their house though she admitted that 

going outside for defecation is shameful. But on the same time she thought that toilet within 

premises is against their culture.  

SSSS, as a partner of JEEViKA is working in this area by developing RSM though CLF/VO. JEEViKA 

is also working hard to make the village ODF. Slowly villagers got the point that having a toilet 

within house is not a bad thing or against their 

ancient culture. Renudevi also get interested by 

seeing other peoples are constructing their own 

toilet, so she decided to make one for their family. 

She contacted SSSS staff to know about the process. 

She took a loan of Rs. 10,000/- from SHG to construct 

toilet and also took some money from Sahukar to 

meet labour cost. She herself and her children work 

as labour to construct the toilet. They tried their 

heart and soul to construct it successfully. In this 

whole process the RSM opened by SSSS played the 

key role because the RSM opened by Mr.Naresh 

supplied and helped her in construction of this toilet 

he proved all the necessary items related to it. 

An immediate effect of this toilet construction is that 

now she is happy with everything. She informed that 

her family members can use it whenever it requires; they don’t have to wait to sun goes down. 

She also committed that she will inspire her friends and neighbor to construct the toilet within 

their home premises. 
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Case Study-9: Manturan Devi, Purnahiya, Seohar 

Basant Jagjiwan village is located in Purnahiya Tehsil of Sheohar district, which is situated 3km 

away from sub-district headquarter Purnahiya and 32km away from district headquarter 

Sheohar. As per 2009 stats, Basant Jagjiwan village is also a gram panchayat. The total 

geographical area of village is 361.3 hectares. 

Basant Jagjiwan has 1,288 houses with a total 

population of 5,553. Sitamarhi is nearest town 

to Basant Jagjiwan (approximately 20km).  

Manturan Devi is 55 years old lady living with 

her family at Gahua Tolla, Ward number -8, 

village Basant. There are ten members in her 

family including her. Among them, six are male 

and four female.  

Labour work is the primary source of income of 

the family. Monthly income of the family is not 

stable and it varies from Rs. 3,000 to Rs. 

5,000/-; sometimes it may reduce to Rs.2000/- 

only. Within this limited income, they never 

think of constructing any toilet. Thigh she 

admitted that each family should have their toilet. And open defecation is not good for anyone. 

But as a regular habit they use to go to nearby area for open defecation.  

Manturan Devi’s daughter-in-law always put efforts to construct toilet, but as they don’t have 

enough money they denied doing so. After one month of marriage, her daughter-in-law leaves 

her in-law’s house and went back to her parent’s house. She told her husband and in-laws that 

she will be back only once the construction of toilet will be done. This incident made them 

realized the real importance of toilet and felt the problem that a woman faces in open 

defecation. 

Few days after this incident, Manturan Devi with sanitation entrepreneur Mr. Rajnish Gupta, 

who is running the RSM on behalf of the local CLF. From him, Manturan Devi came to know 

about the govt. scheme, about of incentive amount Rs.12000/-, about process of availing the 

scheme etc. Once she is satistfied with all the information, she took Rs. 30,000/- loan with Rs 

60/- interest per year and constructs toilet and bathroom for her family. The water source for 

the toilet is the hand pump, which is in distance of 15 meters from the septic leach pit tank.  

After constructing the toilet, she used the rest of the loan amount for agriculture purpose. “My 

daughter-in-law is now happy and came back to our house. She gave a good lesson to us.”- said 

Manturan Devi with a satisfied face sitting behind her daughter-in-law.   
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Case Study-10: Sugarat Paswan, Purnahiya, Seohar 

Sugarat Paswan is 80 years old person living with his family at Chiraiya, Ward number -11, Gram 

Panchayt: Adhauri. There are ten members (six male & four female) in her family including her. 

Day labour work is the primary source 

of income of the family. The monthly 

income of the family ranges from 

Rs.4000 to Rs. 5000/-. As he is the only 

earning member, if he cannot go for 

labour work for any day, the income 

goes down.  

They had a kuchcha house without any 

toilet facility. They usually go out in 

field, which is 1 km from their house. 

The main source of water in the house is hand pump. 

On behalf of Local RSM in Ritu CLF, promoted by SSSS, Mr. Rajnish Gupta put efforts to 

motivate him, but he denied doing so first. Simultaneously he also realized the problem of 

going 1 km every day for defecation in this old age. During the activities of demand creation, 

Mr. Rajnish Gupta came across Sugarat Paswan’s elder son. Mr. Rajnish made him understand 

about the scheme and process of availing the scheme. His elder son then took the initiative and 

convinced his family to construct toilet. They took Rs. 20,000/- loan with Rs. 60/- interest per 

year and constructed two toilets- one for the female and another is for the male members of 

the house. The cost of construction was 

Rs 28,000/-. Rest 8,000/- they managed 

from their own savings. The water 

source for tem is the hand pump is in 

distance of 20 meters from the Septic 

leach pit tank. 

It has been three months of 

construction and they are fully satisfied 

with the construction and quality. 

Sugarat Paswan is happy as they do not 

have to walk long everyday for defecation. Now his elder son is helping Rajnish to explore and 

aware people to use toilet. 

 

 

 


